Stakeholder Prioritization Quarterly Meeting
Comments Report

Enhancement Requests--MARKETS
Enhancement ID#

Enhancement Description

02 - 5352

Request to add Total MWs to all pages in the UI containing 24 hours
of MW data. This includes both submitted and result data pages.

Requesting
Party

Priority Grouping

Cost Estimate

Comments

Commenting Party

Resolution

Unplanned C

$10k - 25k

Can we have more information on this
enhancement request? It is not clear from the
enhancement description how the usability of
the MUI will be impacted by this request. The
MUI windows are already extremely
cumbersome to navigate. Our concern is that
adding additional information my make this
problem worse.

Southwestern Public
SPP staff states that this request was made by a member
Service Company (SPSM- to add total MWs to the bottom of each column on
MP)
displays where the display contains 24 hour worth of
MW data. This enhancement request has not yet been
associated with a future markets release and therefore
design discussions have not occurred. Please provide any
input you wish to be taken into consideration for this
enhancement and when design discussions begin using
the Stakeholder Prioritization process concerning this
enhancement.

Commenting Party

Enhancement Requests--PUBLIC DATA
Enhancement ID#

Enhancement Description

Requesting
Party

Priority Grouping

Cost Estimate

Comments

02 - 4836

Price Contour Map - Weather and Transmission overlay

OGE

Release +1

Up to $10k

Oklahoma Gas & Electric The enhancement of the Price Contour Map will bring Genration (OGE)
extensive value to MPs when enhanced with weather
radar showing multiple configurable layers (e.g. radar,
wind concentration levels, cloud cover [important as
more solar enters market]). The installed current
transmission map overlay is also very important in
helping MPs see where resources and binding
constraints impact prices as the footprint seeks to
serve load. This enhancements must be be
configurable with the ability of the user to select which
layers they desire to display (similar to the current
selection capability for DA or RTMB).
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Resolution

SPP staff is currently planning to implement the
“transmission overlay” enhancement per this request as
part of public data release 1.19 with the expectation that
it will be worked on during Q2 with target production in
July 2017.

